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ABSTRACT

Low Earth orbital (LEO) atomic oxygen cannot only erode the external surfaces of polymers on spacecraft, but can cause degradation of surfaces internal to components on the spacecraft where openings to the space environment exist. Although atomic oxygen attack on internal or interior surfaces may not have direct exposure to the LEO atomic oxygen flux, scattered impingement can have can have serious degradation effects where sensitive interior surfaces are present. The effects of atomic oxygen erosion of polymers interior to an aperture on a spacecraft is simulated using Monte Carlo computational techniques. A 2-dimensional model is used to provide quantitative indications of the attenuation of atomic oxygen flux as a function of distance into a parallel walled cavity. The degree of erosion relative is compared between the various interior locations and the external surface of an LEO spacecraft.

1. INTRODUCTION

The effects of atomic oxygen on the external surfaces of low Earth orbital (LEO) spacecraft have long been a significant problem that can have dire consequences on the durability of spacecraft. As a result, considerable efforts have been undertaken to prevent or minimize materials degradation due to direct atomic oxygen attack [1–4]. Most of these efforts have focused on the effects of LEO atomic oxygen on the external surfaces of spacecraft. Such atomic oxygen interactions can also cause degradation of interior surfaces when openings in components on the spacecraft exterior exist that allow the entry of atomic oxygen into regions that may not have direct atomic oxygen attack but rather scattered attack. Such openings can exist because of spacecraft venting, microwave cavities, and apertures for: earth viewing, sun sensors or star trackers. Sensitive surfaces, materials or components that are connected or slightly exposed to the outside environment by means of tubes, ducts or other openings that can allow atomic oxygen to reach them in a scattered and attenuated manner and still cause oxidation. For example, the interior surfaces in open microwave cavities that are coated with silver for high surface electrical conductivity purposes could be oxidized, over time, as a result of scattered atomic oxygen entrance into the cavities. The silver oxidation would compromise the performance of the microwave cavity. To be able to know the degree of degradation, with time, of the performance of such a microwave cavity, one needs to be able to understand the reduction in effectiveness of the atomic oxygen reaction with depth into the cavity and use that information along with known rates of oxidation at higher fluxes to project oxidation rates deep within a cavity.

Prediction of the attenuation of the oxidizing effects of the atomic oxygen flux can be reasonably achieved through the use of Monte Carlo computational modeling. A two-dimensional Monte Carlo model has been developed which has been used for such predictions [5–7]. The model allows the atomic oxygen arrival direction, Maxwell Boltzman temperature, and ram energy to be varied along with the interaction parameters of degree of recombination upon impact with polymer or non-reactive surfaces, initial reaction probability, reaction probability dependence upon energy and angle-of-attack, degree of specularity of scattering of reactive and non-reactive surfaces, and degree of thermal accommodation upon impact with reactive and non-reactive surfaces to be varied to allow the model to produce atomic oxygen erosion geometries that replicate actual experimental results from space. This paper uses a 2-dimensional Monte Carlo model to provide quantitative indications of the degree of attenuation of atomic oxygen reaction as a function of distance into a parallel walled cavity. The relative erosion caused by atomic oxygen is compared between the various interior locations and locations at the external surface of an LEO spacecraft to allow spacecraft designers an indication of the level of threat sensitive interior surfaces may see for various geometries. Although the Monte Carlo model is 2-dimensional, it can also be used to provide qualitative information concerning spacecraft openings that are 3-dimensional by offering reasonable insight as to the nature of attenuation of damage that occurs within an LEO spacecraft.
2. PROCEDURE

A Monte Carlo computational model was used in which a crack opening to the LEO atomic oxygen environment exists. It allows the atomic oxygen to be entered into the cavities (or in trenches for case of the two dimensional model) at an arbitrary angle-of-attack. Its reaction, scattering, recombination processes and erosion effects are predicted using interaction parameters whose values have been set to cause the predicted undercutting erosion patterns at crack defect sites in polymers to match those witnessed on actual space exposed samples on the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF). The relative erosion was calculated as the ratio of Monte Carlo atoms that react with Kapton H at a specific location within the crack defect relative to the number of atoms that would react if Kapton H was placed at the top surface of the defect. The relative erosion was used to measure the effects of atomic oxygen flux attenuation rather than counting atom arrival to avoid errors associated with scattered atoms that are partially accommodated and have reduced probability of reaction. The relative erosion was measured by counting and computing the ratio of the number of Monte Carlo atoms that react at the two locations. Because the Monte Carlo modeling process is random and statistical variations in results occur, typically 20 or more runs were averaged to plot each data point.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Computational Modeling Comparison with Space Results

The Monte Carlo atomic oxygen interaction parameters were optimized to allow the model to replicate the shape of an undercut cavity from a sample of 0.125 mm thick Kapton H which had a crack in a vacuum-deposited aluminumized (1000 Angstroms thick) coating on the space exposed surface as shown in Fig. 1. The sample had been exposed on LDEF to an atomic oxygen fluence of \(7.15 \times 10^{21}\) atoms/cm\(^2\) arriving at an angle of 38.1° from normal incidence. Photographs taken as retrieved from LDEF (Fig. 1(a)), after chemical removal of the aluminum coating (Fig. 1(b)) and at a tilted condition to view the depth of the undercutting (Fig. 1(c)) indicated that the crack geometry used to determine the atomic oxygen interaction parameters had a crack width of 0.939 microns, a top surface undercut cavity width of 5.26 microns and a vertical depth of 27.7 microns. Table 1 lists the resulting atomic oxygen interaction parameters that produced an atomic oxygen undercut cavity that most closely replicated the actual in-space LDEF results shown in Fig. 1(a) to 1(c). The Table 1 atomic oxygen interaction parameters were then used for all the computational modeling in this paper. Insight as to the ability of the Monte Carlo computational model to replicate results of actual LEO exposure of materials can be seen by comparison of the scanning electron microscope photograph of LDEF space results shown in Fig. 1(c) with the Monte Carlo modeling (using the parameters of Table 1) at a crack defect site in a thin film (1000 Angstrom) aluminum coating protective coating on Kapton H polyimide. As can be seen in the upper left portion of the undercut cavity, for both the flight results and Monte Carlo model, there is evidence of localized additional erosion due to atomic oxygen that is scattered from the right edge of the protective coating at the top of the crack. To produce the profile shown in Fig. 1(b), a total of 181,124 model atoms were impinged upon the crack in the protective coating. Each Monte Carlo cell was a square measuring 0.1 micron on each side.

3.2 Attenuation of Atomic Oxygen Erosion within 2-Dimensional Openings in a Spacecraft

The relative erosion within a 2-dimensional opening or cavity in a spacecraft depends upon the ratio of width of the opening to the distance down into the opening. For non-normal atomic oxygen incidence, the atomic oxygen flux incident upon each of the cavity walls will not be equal near the space exposed end of the cavity and will depend upon the angle-of-attack which is measured as the angle between the arrival direction and the normal to the space exposed surface. For, the case of atomic oxygen arriving at a 45° angle-of-attack, the relative erosion depends upon whether the surface in question is on the direct or indirect impingement side of the cavity. Figure 2 shows a plot of the atomic oxygen erosion on the sides of a cavity relative to the top surface of the cavity as a function of distance down into the cavity for the geometry shown in Fig. 1(a). The model assumes non-reactive wall materials with the interaction characteristics of SiO\(_2\) (except in the test area which is assumed to be Kapton) and no bottom to the cavity. As one can see, the erosive effects are reduced by over two orders of magnitude for depths of over 10 cavity-widths. This reduction in erosion rate is due to a combination of attrition of the number of atomic oxygen atoms that arrive deep in to the cavity (due to wall recombination and scattering out the entrance) as well as their reduction in probability of reaction due to thermal accommodation as they change from 4.5 eV in impact energy to a small fraction of one electron volt with thermal accommodation.

There are also large differences in relative erosion near the surface depending upon which side of the cavity is receiving direct impingement at the entrance. With increasing depth, the erosion differences between the two sides diminish, as one would expect. For the side
of the cavity that only receives indirect atomic oxygen attack, the relative erosion actually increases for a short distance into the cavity because the flux of scattered atoms that arrives from the opposing wall increases for a short distance as one moves down into the cavity.

Figure 3 shows the atomic oxygen erosion on the sides of a cavity relative to the top surface of the cavity as a function of angle-of-attack for the fixed distance of five defect-widths down into the cavity. As can be seen at angles of attack near zero, a large flux enters the cavity as expected but differences in relative erosion between the sides at high angles of attack are not as great as would be expected near the surface of the cavity. This is due to the divergence of the incoming atomic oxygen due to the assumed 1000 K Maxwell Boltzmann thermal distribution and the variation in impact angles due to orbital inclination consequences.

If one has sweeping atomic oxygen attack such as would occur in an LEO spacecraft component that is solar tracking, then only the depth into the cavity plays a role because both cavity walls will receive the same average flux. Figure 4 shows the attenuation in relative erosion as a function of depth-to-width ratio of the cavity.

If one examines the erosion rate of a Kapton bottom of a well relative to the erosion that would occur at the top surface of the defect, then the angle-of-attack, the depth to width ratio of the well and the atomic oxygen interactive properties of the side walls play a role in the bottom erosion rate. Figure 5 shows the relative rate of erosion of a Kapton bottom of a closed end cavity as a function of cavity depth-to-width ratio for a 45° angle-of-attack. The sides of the cavity are assumed to be non-reactive to atomic oxygen with the interaction characteristics of SiO2. As can be seen and as one would expect, a large depth to width cavity results in great attenuates in erosion somewhat similar to that of the sides of the cavity as shown in Fig. 2. However, for shallow cavities the erosion at the bottom is actually 60% greater than at the top surface for 45° angle-of-attack due to reflection and slight trapping of the arriving atomic oxygen.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the relative erosion at the bottom of the cavity as a function of cavity depth-to-width ratio for sweeping atomic oxygen attack and assuming SiO2 walls. The results are somewhat similar to the 45° angle-of-attack case but with reduced attenuation with depth because there is always some direct atomic oxygen attack at the bottom for near normal incidence.

The effect of angle-of-attack on relative erosion of the bottom can be seen in Fig. 7 where the bottom is fixed at 10 cavity widths and the sides are assumed to be SiO2. As can be seen for near zero angle-of-attack most of the atomic oxygen flux impinges upon the bottom with the exception of divergent losses due to the hot 1000 K Maxwell-Boltzman distribution which is further broadened by orbital inclination.

One could ask if the erosion of a surface within a cavity is reduced if the cavity is large as opposed to small, so that the test surface represents a smaller fraction of the available area for atomic oxygen to react with. A second consideration would be whether to make the cavity surfaces (excluding the test surface) of a reactive or non-reactive material. Figure 8 shows the relative reactivity of the test surface at the bottom (five crack-widths deep) of a cavity as a function of cavity width-to-depth ratio for either Kapton H or SiO2 surfaces (with the exception of the test surface) for 45° angle-of-attack. As can be seen, the use of reactive surfaces tends to consume scattered atomic oxygen causing a reduced erosion of the test surface at the bottom of the cavity. However, making the cavity wide actually increases erosion on the test surface for 45° angle-of-attack. It is thought that the portion of atomic oxygen that has either specular or diffuse reflection without reaction from the side walls is the contributing cause for this increase. Thus, making the cavity wide for either reactive or non-reactive walls is counter productive to reducing atomic oxygen erosion at the bottom of a cavity.

The results for sweeping atomic oxygen attack, as illustrated in Fig. 9, are slightly different because there is a brief atomic oxygen arrival configuration that will allow direct attack on the test surface. The brief configuration of direct impingement of atomic oxygen on the test surface tends to increase the overall relative erosion such that there is no width-to-depth ratio that produces great attenuation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A 2-dimensional Monte Carlo computational model was used with interaction parameters chosen to yield computational predictions that replicate observed in-space results from a sample of aluminized Kapton that had a crack in its protective coating. The computational predictions provide reasonable agreement with the observed in-space results. The atomic oxygen erosion on the walls of a 2-dimensional cavity was found to attenuate relative to the top surface of a cavity by over two orders of magnitude for depths into the cavity that are equal to ten cavity widths. Wall erosion near the surface of a cavity depends which wall is receiving direct atomic oxygen attack. However, deep in the cavity little difference is present.
Sweeping atomic oxygen attack causes greater erosion deep in cavities due to brief periods of direct atomic oxygen attack. A wide cavity causes more erosion of a Kapton surface at its bottom than a narrow cavity for the same width opening whether or not the cavity is lined with reactive (Kapton) or non-reactive (SiO₂) walls.

5. REFERENCES


Table 1. Computational Model Parameters and Reference Values for LEO Atomic Oxygen Interaction with Kapton®

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Reference Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atomic oxygen initial impact reaction probability</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation energy, Eₐ, in eV for energy dependent reaction probability</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic oxygen probability angle of impact dependence exponent, n, in (cosθ)ⁿ angular dependence where θ is the angle between the arrival direction and the local surface normal</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of atomic oxygen recombination upon impact with protective coating</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of atomic oxygen recombination upon impact with polymer</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractional energy loss upon impact with polymer</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractional energy loss upon impact with protective coating</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of specularity as opposed to diffuse scattering of atomic oxygen upon non-reactive impact with protective coating where 1 = fully specular and 0 = fully diffuse scattering</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of specularity as opposed to diffuse scattering of atomic oxygen upon non-reactive impact with polymer where 1 = fully specular and 0 = fully diffuse scattering</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature for thermally accommodated atomic oxygen atoms, K</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit of how many bounces the atomic oxygen atoms are allowed to make before an estimate of the probability of reaction is assigned</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermally accommodated energy/actual atom energy for atoms assumed to be thermally accommodated</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial atomic oxygen energy, eV</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermospheric atomic oxygen temperature, K</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic oxygen arrival plane relative to Earth for a Maxwell-Boltzmann atomic oxygen temperature distribution and an orbital inclination of 28.5°</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Comparison section views of LDEF space results and Monte Carlo modeling predictions (using the parameters of Table 1) at a crack defect site in aluminized Kapton.
(a) Geometry of cavity for Figures 2 to 4.

Figure 2. Atomic oxygen erosion on the sides of a cavity relative to the top surface of the cavity as a function of depth/width ratio, D/W.

(b) Monte Carlo predictions.

Figure 3. Atomic oxygen erosion on the sides of a cavity relative to the top surface of the cavity as a function of angle-of-attack for a distance of ten defect widths (D = 5 W) down into the cavity.

Figure 4. Attenuation in relative erosion of the cavity walls as a function of depth/width ratio, D/W, of the cavity for sweeping atomic oxygen attack.

(a) Geometry of cavity for Figures 5 to 7.

(b) Monte Carlo predictions.

Figure 5. Relative rate of erosion of a Kapton bottom of a closed-end cavity as a function of cavity depth/width ratio, D/W, for a 45° angle-of-attack.
Figure 6. Dependence of relative erosion bottom of a cavity as a function of cavity depth/width ratio, D/W, for sweeping atomic oxygen attack.

Figure 7. Influence of angle-of-attack on the relative erosion of the bottom of a cavity where the bottom is fixed at 10 cavity widths (D = 10 W) deep.

Figure 8. Relative erosion of a test surface at the bottom (five crack-widths deep) of a cavity as a function of cavity width-to-depth, S/D, ratio for either Kapton H or SiO₂ surfaces (with the exception of the test surface) for 45° angle-of-attack.

Figure 9. Relative reactivity of a test surface at the bottom (five crack-widths deep) of a cavity as a function of cavity width/depth ratio, S/D, for either Kapton H or SiO₂ surfaces (with the exception of the test surface) for sweeping atomic oxygen attack.
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